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Questions

Section 1 - Impact of the Current Charter  We are seeking your views on the impact of the current Charter.

1.   Over the last 5 years, do you think the Charter has contributed to improvements in landlord services?

Please answer in the box below::

The Association is of the opinion that the Charter has contributed to improvements in landlord services. The Charter has provided a very good baseline
for Management Committee and Association staff to design and develop services that are responsive and meet the needs of tenants.

The Association also believes that the Charter standards and outcomes have provided landlords with useful reference points in relation to service
standards and outcomes.

The Charter alongside the Annual Return on the Charter (ARC) have provided a consistent framework for all social landlords to work towards and
measure performance. Measuring performance against the Charter standards and outcomes have allowed the Association to identify gaps and
weaknesses in its approach to service provision and subsequently allow for service improvement.

The Association believes that the Charter has been a useful tool for the Association in reviewing its approach to tenant participation and has underpinned
the provision of an efficient repair service to tenants.

Section 2 - Current outcomes and standards  In this section of the questionnaire we are seeking your views on all 16 current charter outcomes
and standards and the supporting descriptions that describe them.

2. EQUALITIES (Charter outcome 1)  Would you: keep this outcome exactly as it is, change this outcome or don’t know. Please tick only one
box.

Keep this outcome exactly as it is

Please answer in the box below::

The Association would not change the wording of this outcome and is of the opinion that the reference "every tenant and other customer" is appropriate
to ensure no discrimination against any customer.

The Association has suggestions on how the supporting description could be changed (see below).

Please answer in the box below::

The Association suggests that the supporting statement should read:

"This outcome describes what social landlords, by complying with equalities legislation, should achieve for all tenants and other customers. It includes
landlords' responsibility for finding ways of understanding the needs of difference customers and delivering services that recognise and meet these
needs."

The Association does not consider it appropriate to specify a list of personal characteristics since this list could be amended by the enactment of new
legislation during the lifespan of the charter. The Association also has concerns that lists are not exhaustive and therefore other characteristics may not
be considered by landlords as a direct result of them not being listed.

3. COMMUNICATION (Charter outcome 2)   Would you: keep this outcome exactly as it is, change this outcome or don’t know. Please tick only
one box.

Keep this outcome exactly as it is

Please answer in the box below::

N/A

Please answer in the box below::

None

4.PARTICIPATION (Charter outcome 3)  Would you: keep this outcome exactly as it is, change this outcome or don’t know. Please tick only one
box.

Keep this outcome exactly as it is



Please answer in the box below::

N/A

Please answer in the box below::

None

5. QUALITY OF HOUSING (Charter standard 4)   Would you: keep this standard exactly as it is, change this standard or don’t know. Please tick
only one box.

Change standard

Please answer in the box below::

The Association suggests the standard should read as:

"Social landlords manage their businesses so that:
tenants' homes, as a minimum, meet the Scottish Housing Quality Standard (SHQS) when they are allocated; are always clean, tidy and in a good state of
repair; and also meet the relevant Energy Efficiency Standard for Social Housing (EESSH)."

No reference should be made to dates in relation to EESSH2 which is targeted for 2032 and being subject to a progress review in 2025.

Please answer in the box below::

None
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6. REPAIRS, MAINTENANCE AND IMPROVEMENTS (Charter outcome 5)   Would you: keep this outcome exactly as it is, change this outcome or
don’t know. Please tick only one box

Keep this outcome exactly as it is

Please answer in the box below::

N/A

Please answer in the box below::

None

7.ESTATE MANAGEMENT, ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR, NEIGHBOUR NUISANCE AND TENANCY DISPUTES (Charter outcome 6)   Would you: keep
this outcome exactly as it is, change this outcome or don’t know. Please tick only one box.

Change this outcome

Please answer in the box below::

The Association considers this outcome to be too vague and recognises that estate management, anti-social behaviour, neighbour nuisance and tenancy
disputes is a varied and wide ranging topic that cannot be covered by one statement.

The Association would suggest that two outcomes be incorporated into the Charter to cover:

1. Estate Management
2. Anti-social behaviour, neighbour nuisance and tenancy disputes

Please answer in the box below::

The Association has no specific suggestions but recognises that the existing references to partnership working should remain since joint working with
other agencies is critical for landlords to be able to tackle issues of anti-social behaviour and neighbour nuisance.

8. HOUSING OPTIONS (Charter outcomes 7,8 and 9)  Would you: keep these outcomes exactly as they are, change these outcomes or don’t
know. Please tick only one box.

Change these outcomes

Please answer in the box below::

The Association recognises that through the provision of good quality information that a range of housing options will differ depending on an individuals 
circumstances. However, it is recognised that for some individuals that the housing options available may be limited due to either the individual's 
circumstances or a social landlords resources.



 
The Association therefore believes that the limitations facing some people should be reflected in the outcome. The Association therefore suggests that
outcome 7 should make reference to a person's circumstances: 
 
"people looking for housing get information that based on their own circumstances helps them make informed and realistic choices about the range of
housing options available to them."

Please answer in the box below::

None

9. ACCESS TO HOUSING (Charter outcome 10)   Would you: keep this outcome exactly as it is, change this outcome or don’t know. Please tick
only one box

Keep outcome exactly as it is

Please answer in the box below::

N/A

Please answer in the box below::

None

10.TENANCY SUSTAINMENT (Charter outcome 11)   Would you: keep this outcome exactly as it is, change this outcome or don’t know. Please
tick only one box.

Change this outcome

Please answer in the box below::

The focus of the outcome specifically relates to tenants being supported to remain in their existing home. While the Association would always look to
support tenants to continue living in their own home, we recognise that there may be occasion where a tenant's change of circumstances renders their
existing home unsuitable to meet their needs. The Association recognises that supporting tenants to source alternative accommodation that meets their
changing needs can lead to long-term tenancy sustainment.

The Association would suggest that two outcomes cover tenancy sustainment. One outcome would reflect the existing outcome of supporting tenants to
remain in their home. A second outcome could be considered which provides a focus on the landlord supporting tenants, subject to their agreement, to
access more suitable accommodation in which tenants would be able reside and sustain their tenancy over the long-term.

Please answer in the box below::

The supporting statement should be expanded to reflect the need for landlords, in particular circumstances, to support some tenants in accessing more
suitable long-term accommodation in order to meet their changing needs.
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11. HOMELESS PEOPLE (Charter outcome 12)  Would you: keep this outcome exactly as it is, change this outcome or don’t know. Please tick
only one box

Keep this outcome exactly as it is

Please answer in the box below::

N/A

Please answer in the box below::

None

12. VALUE FOR MONEY (Charter standard 13)   Would you: keep this standard exactly as it is, change this standard or don’t know. Please tick
only one box

Keep this standard exactly as it is

Please answer in the box below::

N/A

Please answer in the box below::

None



13. RENTS AND SERVICE CHARGES (Charter outcomes 14 and 15)  Would you: keep these outcomes exactly as they are, change these
outcomes or don’t know. Please tick only one box

Keep these outcomes exactly as they are

Please answer in the box below::

N/A

Please answer in the box below::

The Association believes that the charging of affordable rents is essential for meeting outcome 14. Despite the reference to affordability there is a
significant variation in the rent levels charged by landlords across the sector. The Association is of the opinion that this outcome should be supported by
a more specific definition of affordability which could address the variation in rent charges across the sector. Such a definition would hold landlords
account when setting rents.

14. GYPSIES/TRAVELLERS (Charter outcome 16)   Would you: keep this outcome exactly as it is, change this outcome or don’t know. Please tick
only one box

Keep this outcome exactly as it is

Please answer in the box below::

N/A

Please answer in the box below::

None

15. Section 3   Is there anything else you think the Charter should cover? If so please tell us what and why you think it should be included?

Please answer in the box below::

Section 4 of the introductory section of the Charter document explains that the Scottish Housing Regulator is responsible for monitoring, assessing and
reporting on landlords performance against the Charter.

However, this section does not explain how the Regulator would engage with landlords. The Association therefore believes that this section should be
expanded to provide details of how the regulator would engage and provide a route of appeal for landlords who are subject to engagement as a result of
their performance against the Charter.

About you

What is your name?

Name:
Kevin Freeman

What is your email address?

Email:
kevin.freeman@yokerha.org.uk

Are you responding as an individual or an organisation?

Organisation

What is your organisation?

Organisation:
Yoker Housing Association Limited

The Scottish Government would like your permission to publish your consultation response. Please indicate your publishing preference:

Publish response only (without name)

We will share your response internally with other Scottish Government policy teams who may be addressing the issues you discuss. They may
wish to contact you again in the future, but we require your permission to do so. Are you content for Scottish Government to contact you
again in relation to this consultation exercise?

Yes



I confirm that I have read the privacy policy and consent to the data I provide being used as set out in the policy.

I consent

Evaluation

Please help us improve our consultations by answering the questions below. (Responses to the evaluation will not be published.)

Matrix 1 - How satisfied were you with this consultation?:
Very satisfied

Please enter comments here.:

Matrix 1 - How would you rate your satisfaction with using this platform (Citizen Space) to respond to this consultation?:
Very satisfied

Please enter comments here.:
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